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AGREEMENT BETWEEN: 
  
 MOORE  CANADA  
 An RR Donnelley, Moore Wallace Partnership 
 FERGUS, ONTARIO 
 (called the Company) 
 
AND THE 
 
 COMMUNICATIONS, ENERGY AND PAPERWORKERS UNION OF CANADA 
 LOCAL 691-G (called the Union) of the 
 COMMUNICATIONS, ENERGY AND PAPERWORKERS UNION OF CANADA 
 
EFFECTIVE:  February 1, 2005 to January 31, 2008 
 
GENERAL
 
It is the desire of the Company and the Union to record the understandings arrived at in joint 
conference, to ensure the satisfactory and amicable settlement of all differences which may arise 
between the Company and the Members of the Union, to prevent stoppages of work, and to 
establish wage scales and working conditions which will prevail between the parties hereto during 
the existence of the agreement. 
 
Article G 1 - Recognition and Membership 
 
The Company recognizes the Union as the sole collective bargaining agency for all employees of 
the Company save and except Supervisors/Managers and persons above the rank, sales staff, 
general and factory office staff, Human Resources staff and persons regularly employed for not 
more than twenty hours per week. 
 
Supervisors/Managers and other employees outside the bargaining unit shall not perform 
bargaining unit work unless approved by the Union. 
 
The Company and the Union agree that all employees, which this agreement covers, shall be 
members in good standing of the Union as a condition of employment. 
 
New employees shall become members after 90 days probation and the Chapel Committee and 
Management are satisfied the employee is satisfactory. Benefits will become effective as of ninety 
(90) days’ employment. 
 
The Company agrees that a Union officer will be given the opportunity to interview each employee 
after the 90 day probation period has been completed, for fifteen (15) minutes to acquaint the new 
employees with the benefits of the Union and the collective agreement. This interview shall not 
take place during regular working hours but shall take place in an office space provided by the 
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Company. It is agreed that the interview meetings will be arranged by the Company on a monthly 
basis as required. 
 
This clause does not apply to students working on a temporary basis, temporary employees 
performing work of a full-time employee on pregnancy leave, and employees filling in for a long-
term illness of a full-time employee up to a period of three (3) consecutive months. In the case of 
illness beyond three (3) months, or a pregnancy leave that extends beyond normal, the Union and 
Management will attempt to agree upon an extension of the temporary coverage. 

 
The Company will establish a temporary/casual employee pool to be used only in the event of 
special/unusual service circumstances. Such circumstances will be discussed with the Union 
prior to utilizing temporary employees. Temporary employees will not be utilized when any 
member of the bargaining unit is on layoff. Temporary assignments will not exceed one month 
in duration unless mutually agreed upon by the Company and the Union. Service time will not 
accumulate for probationary purposes for these employees.  
 
Union members will not carry on Union Activities on Company time except as approved; 
Management will not unreasonably withhold approval providing request for permission to attend 
Union matters is made prior to taking the time. 
 
The Company agrees that members of the bargaining unit who are selected by the Union to 
attend Union Education courses will be granted an unpaid leave of absence for up to one (1) 
week per year to attend such courses. The Union will endeavour to provide the Company with 
sufficient advance notice of such courses and the names of those attending. 

 
If any question arises in regard to the preceding paragraphs, the same may be taken up under the 
grievance procedure. 
 
All employees covered by this agreement shall have deducted from their wages, on a monthly 
basis, deductions levied in accordance with Local 691-G Constitution and Bylaws. Such 
amount will be determined by Union resolution, a certified copy of which will be remitted to the 
Company. The Company will remit monthly to the local concerned the amounts so deducted 
and a check-off list, not later than the 15th of the month, following said deductions. 
 
Article G 2 - Management Functions 
 
(a)  Except as otherwise expressly provided for in this agreement, nothing shall be deemed to 

limit the Company in its exclusive function to operate and manage its affairs in all respects. 
 
(b)  These Management functions shall not be exercised in a manner inconsistent with the 

general terms of the agreement. 
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c)  Supervisors may perform functions on equipment under the following                    

conditions: 
1)  Work performed during the start up of new equipment 
2)  Temporary coverage of a work station left vacant for not more than fifteen (15)          
      minutes. 
3) Demonstration or testing of equipment and instruction of employees provided that 

any of the above does not displace a bargaining unit employee. 
 

Article G 3 - Co-operation 
 
The Union will co-operate with the Company to assure a full day's or a full night's work on the part 
of its members. It will support the Company actively in its efforts to eliminate waste in production; 
conserve materials and supplies; maintain and improve the quality of workmanship and 
housekeeping; assist in preventing accidents/and to strengthen goodwill between the  Company, 
the employees, the customers and the public. 
 
Article G 4 - Discharge for Cause 
 
No employee who has completed their probationary period shall be subject to discipline or 
discharge except for just cause. 
 
Upon the request of the employee within 72 hours of discharge, the Company shall show cause in 
writing for such discharge. A claim of discharge without cause by an employee who has 
completed the probationary period shall be treated as a grievance, if a written statement of such 
grievance is lodged with the Company within five (5) days of the discharge, commencing at Step 
(2) of the grievance procedure. 
 
An employee who is called to a meeting with management concerning a disciplinary matter 
shall have the right to have a Union Shop Steward present and shall be informed by 
management of that right. The Union shall receive a copy of any disciplinary letter. 
 
Letters of warning for absenteeism or lateness will be removed from the employee’s file after 
two (2) years. 
 
Article G 5 - Grievance Procedure 
 
If an employee shall consider that he/she has any grievance against the Company arising out of 
the terms of this agreement, it must be brought up within a period of five days of the occurrence, 
or of the discovery of the grievance, and an earnest effort shall be made to adjust the grievance 
as quickly as possible by successive steps as follows: 
 
(1) Between the employee and his/her Supervisor/Manager within two (2) days. 
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(2) Between the Union Committee and the Plant Manager within four (4) days, and if necessary, 
 
(3) With the General Manager of the Company or his/her representative within one (1) week 
provided that both parties in each case are present at the Plant. 

 
It is agreed by the parties that any grievance not processed through from one step to another by 
the grievance or arbitration procedure within ten (10) working days of its disposition at the 
previous step, shall be assumed to have been settled. 
 
Article G 6 - Arbitration 
 
In the case of a grievance which cannot be resolved in accordance with procedure in Article G 5, 
the matter may be taken to an Arbitration Board to be established in accordance with the Labour 
Relations Act. 
 
Each of the parties will bear the expense of the Arbitrator appointed by it, and the parties will 
jointly bear the expenses of the Chairperson of the Arbitration Board. 
 
In no event shall the Arbitration Board have the power to add to, subtract from, alter or amend the 
agreement in any respect. 
 
Article G 7 - Layoffs and Recalls 
 
In the case of layoff (other than short term) or recall, length of continuous employment shall 
govern as between all individual employees so long as it does not prevent the Company from 
maintaining a working force of employees who are qualified and willing to do the work which is 
available, at the rate of pay applicable to the job. 
 
Short term layoffs up to one working day may be made without consideration of seniority rights 
to a maximum of four (4) days per calendar year. 
 
Employees who are laid off through no fault of their own will be retained on the Company's 
seniority list for a minimum of six months, with one additional month for each three months 
completed service to a maximum of one year retention on the list. Unless an employee signifies 
his/her intention to return to work within three days after being recalled, his/her name shall be 
passed over, and unless within eight days after being recalled he/she returns to work or gives a 
legitimate reason for being unable to do so he/she shall be struck off the seniority list. When an 
employee has lost his/her seniority rating and is subsequently rehired, his/her seniority shall be 
accumulated from date of his/her rehiring. 
 
To facilitate recall it is the employee's responsibility to keep the Human Resources Department 
and the Union advised of any change of address or phone number. Notification by the Company 
to the last listed address or phone number will be deemed adequate notification in this regard. 
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Article G 8 - Seniority 
 
In case of promotion, demotion, upgrading or transfer within the bargaining unit, the skill and 
ability of the employee shall be the governing factors and where these things are relatively equal, 
seniority will be the guiding factor. An employee's seniority is determined by his/her continuing 
service within the Company. 
 
Experience gained while working in a temporary job will not be used to the disadvantage of a 
more senior employee in the event of a subsequent job posting. 
 
Where there is a permanent vacancy in the bargaining unit, the job will be posted. Selections will 
be finalized within a three week period from the end of the posting. If for some reason, delays 
occur beyond this time frame, all applicants will be advised accordingly. The Union will be advised 
of the reasons for the delay. 
 
In all cases, unless the senior applicant is the one selected, the Union Shop Committee, or a part 
of it as mutually agreed, shall be informed and allowed to present its views on the subject prior to 
a final decision being made. It is understood the grievance procedure can be used if no 
satisfactory conclusion has been reached as a result of the above meeting. 
 
In case of a permanent demotion, the employee will be given two months (2) written notice to 
improve to a set standard of productivity or be demoted.  A copy of the letter will be sent to the 
Union Shop Committee. 
 
Article G 9 - Struck Work, Lockouts or Strikes 
 
The Company and the Union agree that no strikes, lockouts, slowdowns or walkouts shall occur 
during the life of this agreement. 
 
Article G 10 - Trial Period on Transfers 
 
A trial period up to a maximum of six months probation, will be allowed when a worker transfers to 
a position within classifications 7 and higher. A trial period up to two months probation will be 
allowed when a worker transfers to a position within classifications 6 and lower. This trial period is 
to allow Management to determine whether or not the employee is satisfactory in the new 
position. 
 
Any employee moved by the Company to a different piece of equipment who finds the new 
equipment beyond his/her ability, may during the trial period, request to return to his/her former 
position. The Company will place the employee back to his/her former position or to an equivalent 
job. 
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Management shall refuse a transfer application from an employee within 120 calendar days from 
any previous transfer acceptance except by mutual agreement between the Company and the 
Union. 
 
Any employee who transfers to a position outside of the bargaining unit but within the Fergus 
Plant will be credited with their previous seniority, should they return to the bargaining unit within: 
 
 1. Six (6) months in the case of someone transferring to a clerical position. 
     or 
 
 2. Twelve (12) months in the case of someone transferring to a management or 
professional position. 
 
Should the employee wish, the Company will withhold monies equivalent to monthly union dues, 
during the period for which seniority is being retained. If the employee does not return to the 
bargaining unit, such monies will be returned to the employee. If the employee returns to the 
bargaining unit, these monies will be forwarded to the Union, in payment of back dues. 
 
It is understood, that any employee returning to the bargaining unit in accordance with the 
foregoing, must have all back dues paid, in order to retain their seniority. 
 
Article G 11 - New Equipment 
 
If any equipment of a design which this agreement does not cover is put into operation, or if the 
requirements or responsibilities of a job change substantially, after the signing of this agreement, 
both parties will meet within one month for the purpose of agreeing on a temporary classification 
of such new equipment. 
 
This classification will hold good for a period of time, not to exceed three months, in order to obtain 
adequate information about the operation of the equipment. By mutual agreement, this period of 
time will be extended by three months in order to obtain further information before making a final 
decision. A permanent classification will be determined after that time. 
 
The placement of the employee's position with respect to the top rate in the temporary 
classification shall be the same in the permanent classification. 
 
When the permanent classification is established and it is higher than the temporary classification, 
a pay adjustment in accordance with the above paragraph will be retroactive in whole to the start 
date on the new job. 
 
Article G 12 - Special Meetings 
 
During the life of this agreement, any agreement reached by the Management and the Union on a 
matter which may arise and is not already covered by this agreement, will be put in writing and 
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approved by both parties and will become part of the agreement unless specified as not part of 
the agreement. 
 
Article G 13 - Maternity Leave of Absence 
 
Moore agrees to comply with all employer obligations under the Employment Standards Act of 
Ontario. 
 
Article G 14 - Absence from Work 
 
Any employee who is absent from work, is required to provide their immediate Supervisor, with 
the following: 
 
   1. The reason for absence, prior to the start of shift on the first day of absence. 
 
   2. The expected date of return to work. 
 
   3. A Doctor's certificate, when requested by the Company. 
 
   4. The need for an extension, beyond the previously reported return to work date, supported by 
a written Doctor's certificate. This notification must occur prior to the previously reported return to 
work date. 
 
   5. In the case of long term absence, an update on their progress, at least once a month. 
 
It is understood that, any employee who is absent from work for three (3) consecutive days, 
without notifying their Supervisor, will be presumed to have resigned, and thereby terminated 
immediately. 
            

SCHEDULE A 
                                              
WORKING CONDITIONS 
 
Article A 1 - Hours of Work 
 
The regular hours of work shall be apportioned as follows: either Monday to Friday inclusive, 8 
hours each OR Monday to Sunday inclusive, 12 hours each to provide 7 day coverage as 
business conditions dictate. The Company reserves the right to implement a continuous 
operation (24 hours per day, seven days per week) based on twelve (12) hour shifts. 
Employees will receive two weeks notice for implementation or suspension of the 24/7 shift 
schedule. The Company, however, does not guarantee to provide work for either the daily or 
weekly hours listed below. 
 
Shifts for 24/5 Work Week 
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Night Shift    All shifts between 11:00 P.M. and 8:00 A.M. 
     - Sunday to Thursday 
 
Day Shift    All shifts between 7:00 A.M. and 5:00 P.M. 
     - Monday to Friday 
 
Afternoon Shift   All shifts between 3:00 P.M. and 12:00 A.M. 

- Monday to Friday 
     
The Company and the Union agree that the management of breaks and lunch periods for the 
24/5 operations must assist in achieving plant performance expectations, such as waste, 
productivity, errors, etc. 
 
Breaks: 
 
Employees working on three shifts and whose job will not enable an overlap at shift change, 
will be allowed two (2) fifteen (15) minute paid breaks as follows: 
 
- On equipment with 2 or more people, one person at a time may leave for breaks.  The 
remaining person(s) will continue to keep the machine running or continue with make-ready. 
 
- On equipment with only one person, the operator will take breaks during a natural stop of the 
machine. 
 
It is understood that all employees will place priority on keeping the equipment running and 
maximizing efficiencies.  This may at times require interruption of an employee’s break and or 
the taking of break time in smaller intervals i.e., three ten (10) minute breaks.  
 
All other employees will take one 10 (ten) minute paid break during the first half of their shift.  
Additionally, they will take a half hour unpaid lunch break and this will be taken at a natural 
break in their activities. Employees in this group will work 8 hours and take a half hour unpaid 
lunch.   
Management, in its sole discretion, will specify any exceptions to this procedure for non-
continuous operations. 
 
Some departments may work variations of this by mutual agreement.  From time to time, these 
procedures can be changed by mutual agreement with the Union. 
 
Continuous Operations – Lunch, Break and Shift Change  
  
It is agreed that machines must be kept operating through break periods, lunch periods and 
shift changes. In order to make this possible, break and lunch periods will be staggered.  
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Shifts for 24/7 Work Week 
 
Day Shift     - 7:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M. 

Night Shift     - 7:00 P.M. to 7:00 A.M. 

The Company and the Union agree that the management of breaks and lunch periods for the 24/7 
operations must assist in achieving plant performance expectations, such as waste, productivity, 
errors, etc.  
  
Lunch 

 
The Company agrees to provide coverage on the 24/7 schedule to allow each employee a 30 
minute lunch period between 11:00 a.m. and 1:00 p.m. or between 11:00 p.m. and 1:00 a.m. 
away from their workstation. This schedule is subject to revision as more equipment is added 
to the 24/7 schedule. Only one person will be away from a piece of equipment at any given 
time. Whenever possible lunches will be taken while the equipment is running. 
 
Break 
 
The Company agrees to provide one fifteen minute break in the first half of the shift and one 
fifteen minute break in the second half of the shift. On equipment with 2 or more people, only 
one person will take break at a time. The remaining person(s) will continue to keep the 
machine running or continue with makeready. 
 
On equipment with only one person the break will be taken at a natural stop. 
 
All breaks will include the time required to obtain food from the cafeteria, but must be taken at 
the equipment. (to be deleted) 
 
In cases where, due to incorrect specifications for operation, or any other cause necessitating the 
stoppage of operations, (except where the cause is beyond the control of Management) if the 
employee concerned cannot be assigned other productive work, he/she will receive one day's pay 
of the standard hours of work as applicable, before being laid off. 
 
A combination operator is defined as an employee who regularly performs more than one 
operation.  When he/she works more than fifty percent (50%) of their time in the higher paid 
operation, that employee will be paid for all hours worked at the higher rate. If an employee works 
less than fifty percent (50%) of his/her time at a higher paid operation, he/she will be paid only the 
hours worked at the higher rate.  This arrangement will be subject to periodic review. 
 
A press operator being paid top rate of his/her classification, who is assigned to a lower paying 
classification because of workload fluctuations, shall continue to be paid his/her original rate for a 
maximum of four weeks. 
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Article A 2 - Shift Premium 
 
In the event of the Plant working more than one shift, any shift other than the regular day shift 
shall be considered an off shift for which the premium will be paid. The off shift premium will be 
85 cents per hour for the afternoon shift and 95 cents per hour for the night shift for employees 
working eight (8) hour shifts in the first year of this agreement. The night shift premium for 12 
hour shifts will be $1.15 per hour in the first year of this agreement. All shift premiums will 
increase by 5 cents per hour in the second year of this agreement.  
 
Article A 3 - Overtime Provisions 
 
It is understood that the Company may require employees to perform work in excess of their 
regular scheduled hours.  The Company and the employees are expected to use discretion when 
overtime is necessary.  Reasonable notice that overtime work is required shall be given in all 
cases. 
 
Any authorized work performed by an employee in excess of his/her regular daily hours shall be 
considered as overtime and paid for at the rate of time and one-half. 
 
For any continuation of a normal shift or of a prescheduled long shift, of greater than two hours, an 
18 minute lunch break will be paid. On a machine controlled operation the lunch break will be 
taken at a normal stopping point. The 18 minute lunch break must be taken in the Plant. (replace 
with the following two paragraphs) 
 
For non-continuous operations any continuation of a normal shift or of a prescheduled 
long shift, of greater than two hours, a 20 minute break will be paid. On a machine 
controlled operation this break will be taken at a normal stopping point and must be taken 
in the Plant. 
 
For continuous operations any continuation of a normal shift or of a prescheduled long 
shift, of greater than two hours, a 15 minute paid break will be taken after eight hours 
worked and another 15 minute paid break will be taken after 10 hours worked. On a 
machine controlled operation this break will be taken at a normal stopping point and must 
be taken in the Plant. 
 
A $5.00 cash supper allowance will be paid after two (2) hours of overtime beyond normal hours if 
overtime notice is not provided prior to arriving for the normal shift. 
 
For all overtime shifts the rate shall be time and one-half. However, this overtime rate will not 
apply: 
 
 (a) if an employee has been absent during the week without permission, 

or 
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 (b) for sickness without verification by a doctor. 
 
In these cases, the regularly scheduled hours at straight time must be completed before overtime 
rates will apply. 
 
Article A 4 - Paid Holidays 
 
(a)  Not Worked 
 

Employees will be paid straight time for the standard hours of work as applicable for 
New Year’s Day, Good Friday, Victoria Day, Canada Day, Civic Holiday, Labour Day, 
Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Day, Boxing Day and the Employee’s Birthday. 
Employees on 8 or 12-hour shifts who are not scheduled to work on a statutory holiday 
will receive eight hours pay. This is providing they put in a full day's work on the working 
day preceding and the working day following the paid holiday. This pay will include the shift 
premium for employees working other than the day shift when such a holiday occurs. 

 
The working hours revolving around Christmas and the New Year's Holiday will be pre-set 
by mutual agreement. 

 
An additional personal holiday (eleventh) will be granted. It will not be taken in July or 
August or from December 15th to January 15th. All permanent employees covered by 
this Collective Agreement may use the personal holiday (11th) to cover one day of 
absence due to illness except during the periods stated above. One week (5 working 
days) notification is required except in the case of emergencies. All requests will be 
dated and seniority will be the governing factor when more than one application is 
received for the same day on the same day. In all other cases, date of application will 
prevail. The granting of this personal day will be done in a way consistent with 
maintaining the work force. 

  
 In the case of a multi employee machine operation, there will be no more than two              
          operators and two helpers away on the same personal day. 
  
 However, in certain cases an employee may be absent the day before and the day after a  
            holiday and be still eligible for the holiday pay if: 
  i.) they have an acceptable reason and 
 ii.) they have worked at least one complete shift within the last twenty (20) working days. 
 

If any of the above holidays fall on a Saturday, it will be observed on the previous Friday 
and paid for. If any of the above holidays falls on a Sunday, it will be observed on the 
following Monday and paid for. Amendments can be made by mutual agreement. It is 
further agreed that Christmas Eve, Christmas Day, New Year's Eve and New Year’s 
Day will not be considered as working shifts. 

 
(b)   Worked 
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Any employee asked to work on a paid holiday, will receive a day's pay for the standard 
hours of work as applicable plus the applicable overtime rate for the hours actually worked 
on the said holiday. 

 
Article A 5 - Vacations 
 
(a)   Employees with less than one year's service as of June 30th will receive 4% of their gross 
earnings. 
 
(b) Employees with one or more year's service as of June 30th will receive two week's 
vacation with  pay equal to 4% of their gross earnings for the year ending June 30th. 
 
(c) Employees with five or more year's service during any year will receive three weeks 
vacation to be taken after completion of the five year's service. Pay to be calculated on basis of 
6% of gross earnings for the year ending June 30th. 
 
(d) Employees with 10 or more year's service during any year will receive four week's vacation 
to be taken after completion of the 10 year's service. Pay to be calculated on basis of 8% of the 
gross earnings for the period ending June 30th. 
 
(e)   Employees with 20 or more year's service during any year will receive five week's vacation 
to be taken after completion of the 20 year's service. Pay to be calculated on basis of 10% of 
gross earnings for the period ending June 30th. 
 
(f) Should a holiday occur during an employee's vacation, the employee will be allowed an 
extra day's vacation or an extra day's pay in lieu of the holiday. 
 
Absences due to illness, of more than five consecutive working days, will not be excluded in 
making the above calculation. In such cases, the normal hours, times the base rate for the total 
lost time, will be added to the employee's earnings for calculating vacation earnings. 

 
The Company will schedule two week's vacation for eligible employees during the Public School 
Summer Vacation. 
 
The third, fourth and fifth weeks, when applicable, may or may not be taken with the other two at 
the discretion of the Company. Subject to the demands of the business, the third, fourth and fifth 
week's vacation will be taken at a time mutually agreed upon between the employee and the 
Company with every effort being made to grant these at the time requested. 
 
For 2005 a list will be posted no later than March 1st for one month at which time the employees 
will indicate their preference for: (added) 
 
(a) One of the scheduled two week periods 
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(b) The extra weeks 
 
For 2005 the final list will be posted by May 1st at the latest, and an individual's scheduled 
vacation will not be subject to change unless by mutual consent. 
 
Effective for 2006 and beyond, administrative procedures for scheduling vacation will be mutually 
agreed upon by the Company and the Union. 
 
The final list will be posted by December 31st at the latest, and an individual’s scheduled vacation 
will not be subject to change unless by mutual consent. 
 
Twenty percent of an operation within a department may be away at any one time with the 
following exceptions. Standard rounding rules will apply. 
 
 (a) Mid-winter break - allowable percentage is 15%. 
 (b) Month of December - allowable percentage is 13%. 
 
For 2005, the vacation period will be fifteen (15) months, from January 1, 2005 to March 31, 
2006.  Beginning January 2006 and thereafter the plant will convert to a calendar year system 
and the vacation period will be twelve (12) months from January 1st to December 31st of each 
year. 
 
 
Article A 6 - Death in an Employee's Family 
 
In the event of the death of an employee's spouse or child, five (5) working days' leave of absence 
with pay will be granted. 
 
In the event of the death of an employee's parents, parents-in-law, brother, sister, brother-in-law, 
sister-in-law, son-in-law, daughter-in-law, grandparents, grandparents-in-law, grandchild, 
stepparents or step children, up to three (3) days’ leave of absence with pay will be granted. The 
time off as is necessary will not exceed three (3) days in succession. 
 
The employee will be paid for the day which he/she would otherwise have worked at his/her 
regular scheduled hours and regular hourly pay. 
 
Further it is understood that only the actual number of working days lost, up to and including the 
day of the funeral, will be paid for, except in special cases and as defined in paragraph one above. 
 
This leave of absence shall not be construed as applying to instances where an employee does 
not attend a funeral due to distance requirements, etc. One day compassionate leave will be 
granted to employees who cannot attend the funeral. 
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Should an employee become bereaved because of the death of their spouse or child while on 
vacation, the employee’s vacation will be extended by the number of days allowed for 
bereavement leave. 
 
Article A 7 - Benefits 
 
All permanent employees covered by this Collective Agreement will be eligible to participate in the 
employee benefits program currently referred to as "MOORE CHOICE" and “SHORT TERM 
DISABILITY” (STD) in accordance with the terms and conditions of the program as determined by 
the Company. 
 
Article A 8 - Health and Safety 
 
The Company shall continue to make reasonable provisions for the safety and health of its 
employees during working hours. 
 
The Company agrees to recognize a safety committee. 
 
The Company will pay 100% to a maximum of $110.00 towards the cost of one pair of safety 
shoes per year, in accordance with the Moore Fergus Safety Shoe Purchase Policy. This annual 
interval is based on the last date of purchase. Safety glasses will also be provided as applicable, 
in accordance with the Moore Fergus Safety Prescription Eyewear Purchase Policy. 
 
A second pair of safety shoes at the current rate will be paid for in any twelve month period if 
justified through wear in the normal performance of the job. 
                         
Article A 9 - Effective Period 
 
The agreement and the schedules which form part of it shall continue in effect up to and including 
January 31, 2008 and each year thereafter unless 90 days notice is given in writing by either of 
the parties hereto prior to the expiration date.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Signed on behalf of the Union 
 
 
________________________         ________________________  
 
  
________________________         ________________________ 
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________________________         ________________________  
  
  
 
Signed on behalf of the Company 
    
     
     
________________________         ________________________  
 
  
________________________         ________________________ 
 
 
________________________         ________________________ 
 
          
 
CLASSIFICATIONS 
 
12 - Press Operator - Litho 6 part - Phase II 
  Electronics/Electrical Trouble Shooting Repair 
  Strip Press Operator – 6 colour/UV 
  Maintenance Machinist/Millwright 
   
11 - Strip Press Operator 
     
10 - Press Operator - Litho 3 part - Phase II 
   
9 - Heath Press Operator 
  Komori Press Operator 
  Carpenter/General Maintenance 
   
8 - Collator Operator 
  Troy Operator 
  Number Head Repair 
  Materials Planner 
 
7 - Platemaker 
  Automatic Folder Operator 
   
 6 - Finishing Cutter 
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  Direct-to-Plate Operator 
  General Maintenance 
               
5 - Receiver 
  Shipper 
  Press Helper - Litho 6 part 
  Full Roll Slitter Operator 
  Central Stores 
  Strip Press Helper 
       
4 - Press Helper - Litho 3 part 
  Waste Handler 
      
3 - Stock Handler 
  Receiver Assistant   
  Bindery Trucker 
  Shipping Room Packer 
  Bank Imprinting Material Handler 
  Butt Slitter 
  Collator Helper 
     
2 - Bindery Machine Operator 
                      Janitor 
  Strip/Cut Sheet Press Packer   
  
 1 - Bindery Operator 

- Label Clerk 
- Press Packer 
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FERGUS RATES 

Effective February 1, 2005 to January 31, 2006 

CLASS START 2 MOS. 6 MOS. 12 MOS. 18 MOS. 24 MOS. 30 MOS. 36 MOS. 42 MOS. 48 MOS. 54 MOS.

                        

12 16.01 16.52 17.04 17.56 18.07 18.62 19.17 19.60 19.97 20.31 20.73 

              

11 16.01 16.52 17.04 17.56 18.07 18.62 19.17 19.60 19.97    

              

10 16.01 16.52 17.04 17.56 18.07 18.62 19.17 19.60     

              

9 16.01 16.52 17.04 17.56 18.07 18.62 19.17      

              

8 15.50 15.96 16.42 16.86 17.36 17.82 18.34      

              

7 14.95 15.25 15.71 16.02 16.50 17.15 17.56      

              

6 14.95 15.25 15.71 16.02 16.50 17.15       

              

5 14.33 14.78 15.10 15.56 15.89 16.31       

              

4 14.33 14.78 15.10 15.56 15.89        

              

3 14.08 14.39 14.84 15.16 15.63        

              

2 12.40 12.87 13.41 13.92 14.50        

              

1 12.40 12.78 13.21 13.57 13.76             

*  Lead Hand rate will be a flat $0.70 per hour over the top rated job in the department - minimum class 10   

*  Press Lead Hand(s) in charge of the plant will receive double the Lead Hand premium. 

*  Electronics/Electrical Troubleshooting Repair $1.50 premium when top rate class 12 reached and have recognized licence. 

*  Maintenance Machinist/Millwright $1.50 premium when top rate class 12 reached and have recognized licence and/or diploma.

*  Employees providing training will receive a $.70 per hour premium.     

*  Operators of UV equipment will receive a $.70 per hour premium.     
*  Powered vehicle operators will receive a $.45 per hour premium when certified. 
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FERGUS RATES 

Effective February 1, 2006 to January 31, 2007 

CLASS START 2 MOS. 6 MOS. 12 MOS. 18 MOS. 24 MOS. 30 MOS. 36 MOS. 42 MOS. 48 MOS. 54 MOS.

                        

12 16.46 16.97 17.49 18.01 18.52 19.07 19.62 20.05 20.42 20.76 21.18 

              

11 16.46 16.97 17.49 18.01 18.52 19.07 19.62 20.05 20.42    

              

10 16.46 16.97 17.49 18.01 18.52 19.07 19.62 20.05     

              

9 16.46 16.97 17.49 18.01 18.52 19.07 19.62      

              

8 15.95 16.41 16.87 17.31 17.81 18.27 18.79      

              

7 15.40 15.70 16.16 16.47 16.95 17.60 18.01      

              

6 15.40 15.70 16.16 16.47 16.95 17.60       

              

5 14.78 15.23 15.55 16.01 16.34 16.76       

              

4 14.78 15.23 15.55 16.01 16.34        

              

3 14.53 14.84 15.29 15.61 16.08        

              

2 12.85 13.32 13.86 14.37 14.95        

              

1 12.85 13.23 13.66 14.02 14.21             

*  Lead Hand rate will be a flat $0.70 per hour over the top rated job in the department - minimum class 10  

*  Press Lead Hand(s) in charge of the plant will receive double the Lead Hand premium.    

*  Electronics/Electrical Troubleshooting Repair $1.50 premium when top rate class 12 reached and have recognized licence. 

*  Maintenance Machinist/Millwright $1.50 premium when top rate class 12 reached and have recognized licence and/or diploma.

*  Employees providing training will receive a $.70 per hour premium.     
*  Operators of UV equipment will receive a $.70 per hour premium.     
*  Powered vehicle operators will receive a $.45 per hour premium when certified.   
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FERGUS RATES 

Effective February 1, 2007 to January 31, 2008 

CLASS START 2 MOS. 6 MOS. 12 MOS. 18 MOS. 24 MOS. 30 MOS. 36 MOS. 42 MOS. 48 MOS. 54 MOS.

                        

12 16.87 17.39 17.93 18.46 18.98 19.55 20.11 20.55 20.93 21.28 21.71 

              

11 16.87 17.39 17.93 18.46 18.98 19.55 20.11 20.55 20.93    

              

10 16.87 17.39 17.93 18.46 18.98 19.55 20.11 20.55     

              

9 16.87 17.39 17.93 18.46 18.98 19.55 20.11      

              

8 16.35 16.82 17.29 17.74 18.26 18.73 19.26      

              

7 15.79 16.09 16.56 16.88 17.37 18.04 18.46      

              

6 15.79 16.09 16.56 16.88 17.37 18.04       

              

5 15.15 15.61 15.94 16.41 16.75 17.18       

              

4 15.15 15.61 15.94 16.41 16.75        

              

3 14.89 15.21 15.67 16.00 16.48        

              

2 13.17 13.65 14.21 14.73 15.32        

              

1 13.17 13.56 14.00 14.37 14.57             

*  Lead Hand rate will be a flat $0.70 per hour over the top rated job in the department - minimum class 10 

*  Press Lead Hand(s) in charge of the plant will receive double the Lead Hand premium. 

*  Electronics/Electrical Troubleshooting Repair $1.50 premium when top rate class 12 reached and have recognized licence. 

*  Maintenance Machinist/Millwright $1.50 premium when top rate class 12 reached and have recognized licence and/or diploma.

*  Employees providing training will receive a $.70 per hour premium.     

*  Operators of UV equipment will receive a $.70 per hour premium.      

*  Powered vehicle operators will receive a $.45 per hour premium when certified.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
January 31, 2005 
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Mr. Larry Bolen 
President, Local 691-G 
Fergus Plant 
 LETTER OF AGREEMENT 
 
During our negotiations which resulted in the Collective Agreement (1 February 2005 to 31 January 2008) the 
Company and the Union agreed to the following: 
 
     i.)       Boxing Bonus 
 Six part operators and six part helpers will receive a thirty-cent (30¢) boxing bonus per hour above their 
normal rates. This bonus will only apply to the existing employees receiving this bonus as of February 1, 2005 
and will not apply to any future employees transferring into these positions. 
 
    ii.)     Emergency Call-in Pay 
               The minimum call-in pay will be two hours at the double time (2X) rate. When called in no more than two (2) 
hours prior to the start of a shift the full scheduled shift must be worked. 
 
 Also, if an employee is called into work outside of their normal hours and as such interrupts their normal 
sleep, there will be a minimum of six (6) hours between leaving the plant from the call-in period and reporting to work 
the next normal shift. 
 
               If the six (6) hours extends beyond the start time of the normal shift, the employee will be paid from the start 
of the shift and up until the expiry of the six (6) hour time period. 
  
    iii.)      Lay-off and Recall 
 Employees affected by layoff/bumping will be required to return to the job held by them at time of layoff or 
bump when staffing levels return to their former level. Company will advise of this condition at time of layoff or bump. 
 
 Where it is not possible to recall or return an employee to their original job at the point of a recall, they will be 
offered  the vacant position. There will be a brief Union/Management discussion on this to review for potential 
problems at that time. 
 
               In cases where employees are on layoff and recall rights have expired, permanent jobs becoming available in 
the plant will be posted prior to outside people being contacted. 
   

Sincerely, 
Bob Martin 

Plant Manager 
 
 

January 31, 2005 
 

Re:  Letter of Understanding 
 
This letter will confirm the understanding reached between the Company and the Union wherein the Company will 
maintain a bi-weekly pay period for all employees covered by this Collective Agreement.  Wherever a mistake results 
in the equivalent of a day’s pay or more, or $100 or more, upon the request from the employee a separate cheque will 
be issued. 
 
Sincerely, 
Bob Martin       Mr. Larry Bolen 
Plant Manager      President, Local 691-G 
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January 31, 2005 
 
Company Position on Initial Assignment to 24/7 Schedule: 
 
1) Employees currently working on equipment designated for a 24/7 schedule will be notified in writing by the 

Company that their hours of work will be changing to 12-hour shifts. Employees will have 7 working days to 
reply in writing to the Company if they do not wish to accept the new shift hours. No written response from the 
employee within the specified time will be considered acceptance of the 12-hour shift. 

 
2) Notice will be posted identifying all equipment designated for 24/7 shifts. Those employees with 

previous/current experience on the identified equipment will have the opportunity to volunteer for the 24/7 
shifts. 

 
3) Management will review the volunteer list and select those who meet pre-determined qualifications. 
 
4) If shifts are not filled through this voluntary arrangement the Company will assign qualified employees based 

on lowest seniority. 
 
5) Management agrees to notify the Union of the equipment selected for 24/7 shifts and the employees selected 

to fill these shifts. 
 
6) Employees assigned to the 12-hour shift based on least seniority have the option of posting for vacant 

positions, per the collective agreement. 
 
7) Six months after the implementation of the 24/7 shift schedule the Company agrees to meet with the Union 

Committee to discuss any issues related to the 24/7 schedule, including the practicality of introducing 
additional volunteers or junior staff to the 24/7 shift schedule. Further meetings will be scheduled as required. 

 
 
 
March 3, 2005  
 
    

Letter of Understanding between Moore Canada and the C.E.P., Local 691-G 
 
 
Article G7 – Layoffs and Recalls 
 
 
l. Layoff and Recall 
In the case of a layoff (other than short term) or recall, length of continuous employment shall govern as between 
all individual employees so long as it does not prevent the Company from maintaining a working force of 
employees who are ‘Immediately Qualified’ (see definition below) and willing and able to effectively and efficiently 
perform the work which is available at the rate of pay applicable to the job. 
  
When an employee is notified of layoff or job elimination a maximum of 72 hours will be allowed for that employee to 
exercise his/her bumping rights. If a laid off employee is unable to effectively and efficiently perform the key 
responsibilities and duties of the job of a displaced employee within a ten (10) working day period, then that employee 
will be offered available work, if possible, and paid the applicable rate for the job performed. Such a move must not 
displace another employee. If alternate work is not available the employee will be laid off without the opportunity to 
further exercise his/her seniority rights. 
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‘Immediately Qualified’ Defined 
The term ‘immediately qualified’ means having the appropriate and relative skill and ability to efficiently and 
effectively perform the key responsibilities and duties of the job within a ten (10) working day re-orientation and 
re-familiarization period from the start date of the job. It is understood that no training is to take effect during this 
period, with the exception of training required to meet ISO and/or Health and Safety standards. This would 
normally have required the individual to have previously worked in the job being bumped into and have 
demonstrated skill, competency, ability and reliability in performing the duties of the job. 

 
2. Short Term Layoff 
Short-term layoffs up to one working day may be made without consideration of seniority rights to a maximum of 
four (4) days per calendar year. 

 
 
3.00 Job Elimination –  

 
3.10 ‘Immediately Qualified’ Employees 

 
An employee whose job is being eliminated, and who has the seniority and is ‘Immediately Qualified’ to replace 
another employee, shall have the privilege of exercising his/her seniority rights. If a laid off employee is unable to 
effectively and efficiently perform the key responsibilities and duties of the job of a displaced employee within the 
above ten (10) working day period, then that employee will be offered available work, if possible, and paid the 
applicable rate for the job performed. Such a move must not displace another employee. If alternate work is not 
available the employee will be laid off without the opportunity to further exercise his/her seniority rights. 

 
3.20 Employees Who are Not ‘Immediately Qualified’ 

 
a) Class 6 or Lower 

 
An employee whose job is being eliminated, and who has the seniority, but is not ‘Immediately Qualified’ to 
replace another employee, shall have the privilege of exercising his/her seniority rights under the following 
restrictions/requirements: 

i) The position being displaced is in Wage Classification 6 or lower and the current position 
held is in the same classification or lower; and 

ii) The employee will be given a training period of 10 working days; and 
iii) The employee must demonstrate competency within a 10 working day period; and 
iv) The employee will be on probation for a period up to 60 calendar days (not including the 

10 working day Training Period) to allow Management to determine whether or not the 
employee is satisfactory in the new position. 

 
b) Class 7 or Higher 
 
An employee whose job is being eliminated and who is currently a top rate operator in a position in Wage 
Classification 7 or higher and is not ‘Immediately Qualified’ to replace another employee, shall have the privilege 
of exercising his/her seniority rights under the following restrictions/requirements: 

i) The position being displaced is in the same Wage Classification or lower (for 
Classification 6 or lower follow section (a) above; and 

ii) The employee will be given a training period of  20 working days; and 
iii) The employee must demonstrate competency within a 20 working day period; and 
iv) The employee will be on probation for a period up to 90 calendar days (not including the 

20 working day Training Period) to allow Management to determine whether or not the 
employee is satisfactory in the new position. 
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If a laid off employee is unable to effectively and efficiently perform the key responsibilities, and demonstrate skill, 
competency, ability and reliability in performing the duties of the job then that employee will be offered available 
work, if possible, and paid the applicable rate for the job performed. Such a move must not displace another 
employee. If alternate work is not available the employee will be laid off without the opportunity to further exercise 
his/her seniority rights. 
 
Bob Martin       Larry Bolen   
Plant Manager       President, Local 691-G 
 
 
 
March 3,2005 

SUPPLEMENTAL AGREEMENT 
BETWEEN 

MOORE CANADA AN RR DONNELLEY MOORE WALLACE PARTNERSHIP 
AND 

COMMUNICATIONS, ENERGY AND PAPERWORKERS UNION OF CANADA – LOCAL NO. 
691-G 

 
Moore Canada and the CEP Local No. 691-G after full discussion and for legitimate business reasons reached 
the following agreement with regard to Section A5 (f) of the Collective Bargaining Agreement. 
 
Section A5 (f): Current Language 
“Should a holiday occur during an employee’s vacation, the employee will be allowed an extra day of vacation or 
an extra day’s pay in lieu of the holiday.” 
 
Agreed Upon Procedures: 
The company and the union have agreed that effective April 1, 2005, employees requesting an extra day of 
vacation in lieu of the holiday must do so in accordance with Article A5 provisions regarding the maximum 
number of employees within a department that can be away at any one time.  In other words, this day will not be 
guaranteed to fall immediately after the employee’s scheduled vacation.  Instead, the vacation day in lieu of the 
holiday must be requested and approved.  Management agrees to make every effort to accommodate employees’ 
vacation requests when volume allows and when doing so does not unduly interfere with the operation of the 
business.  
 
It is agreed that those employees working on 3rd shift will be an exception to these requirements and will be 
allowed to take the Sunday night shift following their scheduled vacation in lieu of the holiday if requested. 
 
This agreement shall have no impact on any of the other terms and conditions set forth in the Collective 
Bargaining Agreement and may be revoked by either the union or the company when sixty(60) days written notice 
is provided. 
 
FOR THE UNION:     FOR THE COMPANY: 
 
Larry Bolen      Bob Martin, Plant Manager 
President CEP 691-G      
 


	 
	c)  Supervisors may perform functions on equipment under the following                    conditions: 
	Shifts for 24/7 Work Week 
	Lunch 
	Break 
	The Company agrees to provide one fifteen minute break in the first half of the shift and one fifteen minute break in the second half of the shift. On equipment with 2 or more people, only one person will take break at a time. The remaining person(s) will continue to keep the machine running or continue with makeready. 
	 
	On equipment with only one person the break will be taken at a natural stop. 
	 
	All breaks will include the time required to obtain food from the cafeteria, but must be taken at the equipment. (to be deleted) 
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